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Go deeper, discover more.TM

Assignment

-1
2
2-1

Self-Learning the Effects of
“msec/div” and “volt/div”

In this assignment, you will self-learn two settings of Scope, namely,
“msec/div” and “volt/div”.

Both settings are available on the Scope

Settings panel of Addestation Window. The “msec/div” allows you to
adjust the horizontal range of the waveform to be displayed on the
Observation Screen, while the “volt/div” is meant for the vertical range.
Practically all scopes come with these two settings.

0.01 volt/div

I can make you
look taller and
fatter!

5 msec/div

0.1 volt/div
50 msec/div

Hands-On Begins …
Click “Quick Settings”, then “Addestation WISE Module”, followed by “Session
2: Addestation Familiarization”, and lastly, “Assignment 2-1”. In the middle of

the Observation Screen, you will see a waveform of very low amplitude
and short duration as shown in Figure 2-1.
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Figure 2-1

Select suitable values for “msec/div” and “volt/div” so that the waveform
shown in Figure 2-2 appears.

Figure 2-2
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Go deeper, discover more.TM

Assignment

-2
7
7-2

The Pitch of Sounds of Different
Harmonics Contents

In this assignment, you will generate and capture 4 sounds having
different harmonic content and then compare the measured pitch
frequencies and the shapes of the waveforms of the 4 sounds.

Hands-On Begins …
Connect a sound sensor to Mic-in of your computer/soundcard1. (Keep the
loudspeaker connected to your computer/soundcard.)

Place the sound sensor close to (but not touching) the loudspeaker.

Click “Quick Settings”, then “Addestation WISE Module”, followed by “Session
7: Sound Quality and Harmonics”, and lastly “Assignment 7-2”.

Now set the frequency of the 1st harmonic of the sound to be generated to
440 Hz.

1

You may refer to Figure 1-5 of Session 1.
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Adjust the amplitudes of the 1st to 6th harmonics according to Harmonics
Combination A of Table 7-1.

Harmonics Combination
A

B

C

D

Amplitude
440 Hz
(1st harmonic)
880 Hz
(2nd harmonic)
1320 Hz
(3rd harmonic)
1760 Hz
(4th harmonic)
2200 Hz
(5th harmonic)
2640 Hz
(6th harmonic)

100

100

43

100

0

33

100

38

0

86

59

58

0

78

8

14

0

68

16

0

0

43

23

0

Table 7-1: Details of 4 sets of harmonic combinations.

Switch on the Harmonics Generator.
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Session
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spr

A Deeper Investigation into
Electromagnetic Induction from
the Perspective of Faraday’s Law

The objective of this session is to look into some specific issues associated
with Faraday’s Law.

It is preferable that students investigate these

specific issues after carrying out the self-discovery study as in the
previous

session

“Knowing

Electromagnetic

Induction

by

Self-

Discovery”. The handout for this session is available in the Teacher’s
Manual and will be given when the session is about to begin.

There is more
electricity when I
move the magnet
faster!!!
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Hands-On 1: Study the Effect of Speed of Moving Magnets

Position the magnet holder (with 3 magnets inside) in the way as shown in Figure
13-4(a). (Ensure that the magnet holder goes through the coil and that the 3
magnets are outside the coil). Then pull the magnet holder completely out of the
coil as illustrated in Figure 13-4(b), and at the same time switch off the Scope to
freeze the E.M.F. waveform2 on the Observation Screen.

Next, save the

waveform for subsequent comparison purposes.
Direction of
movement

Magnets

Figure 13-4(b):
This diagram
shows the direction of movement
as well as the final relative
position of the magnet holder.

Figure 13-4(a): This diagram
shows the relative position of
the magnet holder and the
coil before movement.

You should see a waveform of one complete oscillation similar to that shown in
one of the following 2 figures. Note that the first half oscillation is of one sign and
the second half of an opposite sign.

The 2nd half
oscillation is
positive

The 1st half
oscillation is
positive

The 1st half
oscillation is
negative

The 2nd half
oscillation is
negative
Figure 13-5(a)

Figure 13-5(b)

2

If you do not see any waveform on the Observation Screen or the amplitude of the waveform is
very small, please click “Help”, then “Addestation Assistant”, and lastly “No or Weak E.M.F.
Waveform Displayed”, and follow the instructions.
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Improvised Transformer using Addestation WISE Module
Computer

Addestation <Generator> “pumps” current
through a Generator Cable

Coil

Both Coils placed
close together

Coil
Speaker-Out
USB / Serial Port
Mic-In

Getting Started:

Crocodile clips
Induced
EMF Sensor

Through the EMF Sensor, Addestation
<Scope> is able to capture the data

1. ON Addestation Software
2. Connect EMF Sensor to computer and crocodile clips to a 7 layer coil
3. Connect a generator cable (not available in WISE Module but can be purchased) to computer’s “Speaker-Out” and its “Ch 1”
clips to a 3 layer coil
4. ON <Scope> , ON <Generator>
5. Bring the 7 layer coil close to the vicinity or side of the 3 layer coil and you may observe alternative current being detected by
the EMF sensor and displayed on the Addestation screen, depending on the amplitude and frequency settings of the Generator
and the “V/div” and “msec/div” settings of the Scope.
6. You may repeat the experiment by swapping the 7 layer and 3 layer coils as mentioned in step 2 and 3
7. You may also repeat the experiment by varying the frequency between 150Hz to 1000Hz
8. You may insert an iron core long enough to go through the two coils to see whether this causes any change to the signals
captured by the EMF sensor
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Freely falling bodies
D u ration: 40 m ins.

A im
To study the kinem atics of a ball w h e n it falls to the ground and rebounds several
tim es.
To determ ine the acceleration of free fall for the ball.

Apparatus
ü Addestation Softw are (version 2.3)
ü Addestation aM ixer
ü Addestation M otion Sensor (0.4 – 1.6 m )
ü Addestation M echanics Kit B: M otion G u ide and Accessories
§
§
§
§
§

T w o C ircular W ooden Blocks
Four 1.2 m M etal Bars (or Tw e lve 0.4 m M etal Bars)
B a ll
O il
H a n d G love

Procedure
1.

D o u b le-click

on your desktop to activate the Addestation software.

2.

Connect the aM ixer to the PC. Perform aM ixer calibration by selecting the
“O ptions” m enu, then
aM ixer

and

“ C A L I B R A T IO N ”,

“Calibration

Sensors”
and

–

and

follow

the

instructions as show n .
3.

Connect a M otion Sensor to C H 1 of the
aM ixer.
Motion Sensor

A-1

Session 11: Two-mass pulley system

4.

C lick the “Q uick Settings” m enu, then
“A ddestation

M echanics

M odule”,

follow e d b y “Session 3: Freely Falling
B o d ies”.

Y o u w ill see the screen as

shown.
Scope ON/OFF
Button

5.

Set up the M echanics Kit and M otion Sensor as show n in the figure below
(Ensure that the M otion Sensor is placed firm ly in the hole of the top w o o d e n
block).
Motion Sensor

Setting up Mechanics Kit.

6.

Oil the ball and rods.

O il the w h o le ball and all the rods as show n in the figure above, so as to reduce
the friction between them w h e n t h e b a ll moves.

A-2

Session 11: Two-mass pulley system

7.

C lick the S c o p e O N /O F F button

to start logging data.

8.

H o ld the ball at about 0.4 m below the M otion Sensor. Release your hand and
let the ball fall (see figure).
about
0.4 m

Note
including

M ake
your

sure

hands,

that
get

no
near

objects,
to

the

M echanics Kit and M otion Sensor during the
course of the experim ent. This is because the
presence of nearby objects m ay affect the
perform ance/accuracy of the sensor.

Hold the ball and release.

9.

W hen the displayed graph looks like that show n b e low , freeze the display by
clicking the button
Note

again.

The distance-tim e graph obtained show s the variation of the

distance of the ball from the M otion Sensor.

Bouncing-ball graph.
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Session 11: Two-mass pulley system

10.

C lick the “Tools” m enu follow e d b y “Re-orientate G raph”. A w i n d o w a s s h o w n
below will appear. Set the transform ation of data as
Transform ed Data =

−1

x O riginal Data +

1

and then click the “O K ” button.

T h e n e w d istance-tim e graph show s the variation of the distance of the ball from
the ground.

A-4
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A n a l y s is
1.

The graph obtained in Step 1 0 is a distance-tim e graph.

U sing the graph,

describe how the m o tion of the ball changes in the course of the experim ent.

2.

C lick the “Data Analysis” m enu, follow e d b y “D ifferentiation”. Y o u w ill obtain
the velocity-tim e graph.
Note

The velocity-tim e (yellow graph) and the distance-tim e (green

graph) graphs appear on the sam e screen.

They share the sam e x-axis.

H o w e v e r , the y-axis of the distance-tim e graph is on the left w h ile that of
velocity-tim e graph is on the right.

Distancetime graph

Velocitytime graph

A-5
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3.

U sing the distance-tim e and velocity-tim e graphs, describe how the velocity of
the ball changes with its m o tion.

4.

C lick the “Data Analysis” m enu, follow e d b y “D ifferentiation” again to obtain
the acceleration-tim e graph.
Note

The acceleration-tim e (yellow graph) and the distance-tim e (green

graph) graphs appear on the sam e screen.

They share the sam e x-axis.

H o w e v e r , the y-axis of the distance-tim e graph is on the left w h ile that of
acceleration-tim e graph is on the right.

Distancetime graph

Accelerationtime graph

A-6

